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Abstract

The itch field has made great advances in recent years,
building upon earlier work to form a clearer picture of
the biology behind this important sensory modality.
Models for how itch is encoded have emerged that fit
with physiological, molecular, and behavioral data.
The molecular mechanisms of itch, both peripherally
and centrally, are being revealed with the aid of newer
animal models. Future work must address shortcom-
ings in our current understanding of itch including
limitations of current experimental methods. Here we
review what is known about the cells, molecules, and
circuits involved in itch and highlight key questions
that remain to be answered.
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T
hedefinition of itch, or pruritus, as an “unplea-
sant sensation that elicits the desire or reflex
to scratch” was coined 350 years ago by the

German physician Samuel Hafenreffer (1). However,
this simple description belies the complexity of a sensory
modality that becomes more complicated upon further
investigation. As the study of the neuroscience of itch
has blossomed in recent years, our understanding of
this biologically interesting and clinically relevant phe-
nomenon has led to exciting discoveries about the nature
of pruritoceptionwhile generating a new set of questions.

Itch is manifested in both acute and chronic forms,
and in the clinic there are several varieties arising from
different or mixed etiologies. Poison ivy produces prur-
itoceptive itch via peripheral fiber activation, while
neurogenic itch, which occurs in cholestasis (2, 3), may
include central mechanisms. Nerve damage as in the
case of shingles causes neuropathic itch, and psychiatric

conditions such as obsessive-compulsive disorder can
generate psychogenic itch (4).

Any discussion of itch is incomplete without men-
tioning pain, as the two are closely related. The requisite
example of this is how themild pain of scratching inhib-
its the perception of itch. Itch and pain share certain
molecular mechanisms and are transduced peripherally
by similar neuronal populations. Unlike other sensory
modalities, both canbe elicited bymore than one type of
stimulus, including mechanical and chemical stimuli.
Many compounds are capable of producing both itch
and pain (5), and some medical conditions can invoke
both symptoms (6).

The neural circuitry that transmits itch, and in parti-
cular how it relates to thatwhich conveys pain, has yet to
be clearly elucidated, although critical components of
the itch pathway have been identified. Also unclear is
how itch is encoded both peripherally and centrally with
several theories proposed to explain this process. We
will address progress in these areas and identify what
remains to be uncovered.

A great deal of recent work has focused on investigat-
ing the molecular mechanisms behind the transduction
of itch by peripheral neurons. These have been impor-
tant in explaining how myriad pruritogens are able to
generate itch including those that act in a nonhistami-
nergicmanner.Histamine is by far themost closely stud-
ied pruritogen. Antihistamines serve as a standard treat-
ment for clinical itch, although they are ineffective at
alleviating itch in many medical conditions (7). Molec-
ular, cellular, physiological, andbehavioral experiments
have confirmed the existence of nonhistaminergic itch
and shed light on how this can be separate from or
overlapwith the histaminergic variety. Establishment of
the mouse as an important model for studying prurito-
ceptionwith its amenability to geneticmanipulation has
further clarified how itch is detected.

There remains, however, room for improvement in
the approaches used to study itch experimentally, and
we draw attention to the limitations of current methods
and indicate what must be dealt with in the future. We
will also speak to the important unanswered questions
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and suggest further studies that will help advance the
field.

Neural Pathways and Circuitry for Itch

Theories to Explain Encoding of Itch
As itch has historically been defined in relation to

pain because of its relief by scratching, explanations for
the neural circuitry of itch derive from this interaction.
Several hypotheses have been proposed to explain the
coding of itch beginning with intensity and labeled line
theories.

Intensity theory was initially invoked to describe cod-
ing for itch based on neurons that respond to both itch
and pain. This hypothesis came from work in the early
20th century (8, 9) that supposedly identified coincid-
ing itch and pain “spots” in human skin. These two mo-
dalities would be differentiated by way of intensity: itchy
stimuli generate weaker neuronal responses, while pain-
ful stimuli produce stronger activation within the same
neuronal population (10), but evidence against the the-
ory has accumulated. Later studies with human subjects
show that increased frequency of electrical stimulation
produces itch of increasing intensity without a transi-
tion from itch to pain perception (11), although it is not
certain that intensifying the stimulus raised thenumberof
action potentials elicited. Painful stimulation does not
become itch at lower frequencies (12, 13).

In 1997, Schmelz et al. (14) identified a population of
humanC fibers activated by histamine. Thesemechano-
insensitive, high threshold fibers of low conduction velo-
city were distinct from other nociceptive populations,
providing support for labeled line or specificity theory.
This postulates distinct sets of afferent fibers dedicated
solely to detecting either itch or pain with no overlap
between the twopopulations (Figure 1B). Labeled line is
a common explanation for coding in sensory biology,
perhaps best exemplified in the auditory system, which
delineates the frequencies of sound stimuli based on the
particular regions activated along the length of the
cochlea (15).

Later work from Schmelz and colleagues (16) found
the purported itch-specific C fibers also responded
to nociceptive compounds such as capsaicin. This was
confirmed by another group (17) that demonstrated
the nonhistaminergic form of itch induced by cowhage
involves a population that is distinct from histamine-
activated fibers but still capsaicin-responsive. These
results establish that so-called pruritoceptors can also
detect nociceptive stimuli, arguing against the labeled
line hypothesis. It remains possible, however, that an
itch-specific subset of dorsal root ganglion (DRG) neu-
rons has yet to be found.

Consequently, the explanation might lie somewhere
between the intensity and labeled line theories, allowing
for cells that are tuned to detect both itchy and painful

Figure 1. Itch coding models. (A) Intensity theory hypothesizes individual neurons that signal either itch or pain through lower or higher
intensity stimuli (represented by low and high frequency spiking), respectively. (B) Labeled line theory hypothesizes entirely separate neurons
and circuitry for detecting pain versus itch. (C) Occlusion theory hypothesizes dual itch/pain-sensing neurons that signal itch when they are
selectively activated. Noxious stimuli will activate both this and the pain-only population, leading to inhibition of the itch circuit.
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stimuli but are ultimately able to distinguish between
modalities. At the periphery, nociceptors that do not
respond to histamine or other pruritogens have been
observed, though pruritoceptive neurons tend to also
respond to noxious stimuli (16-20). When nociceptors
in the form of TRPV1þ primary sensory fibers are
ablated, mice exhibit a severe reduction in various itch
responses (21). These data are compatible with some
form of pattern-based coding, whereby the particular
arrangement of neurons activated produces a sensory
percept (10). In human color vision, for example, dif-
ferent colors are encoded by the pattern of relative
activity among the three classes of cones (22).

The pruritoceptors within the nociceptive neurons
may thus constitute an itch-selective subset. This sub-
group could generate the sensation of itch when acti-
vated, but if a larger group of cells including nociceptors
is recruited, that is, by a noxious stimulus, this would
occlude the itch response to produce pain. This occlu-
sion model (10, 23, 24) (Figure 1C) accounts for the
similarities between itch and pain as well as the antag-
onistic relationship between them.

Encoding Itch at the Spinal Level
As a subset of C fibers, pruritoceptors ostensibly syn-

apse onto dorsal horn neurons in the upper laminae
of the spinal cord. This population has been studied
in several animal models to investigate itch-responsive
second order neurons.

Experiments in the cat spinal cord identified spino-
thalamic tract (STT) neurons activated by histamine
(25). This report endorsed the labeled line hypothesis,
but it was based on a limited sample size and the
histamine-responsive cells were not demonstrably itch-
specific as they were not tested with capsaicin. Conver-
sely, the purported nociceptor population was not
evaluated for responsiveness to histamine.

A pair of studies by Sun and colleagues (26, 27) high-
light the vital role of gastrin-releasing peptide receptor
(GRPR), found in the spinal cord, in detecting itch. Their
initial work showed GRPR is expressed in dorsal horn
neuronswhile its ligand, gastrin-releasingpeptide (GRP),
is found in a subset of small-diameter DRG neurons
thatmay include the pruritoceptors. GRPRmutantmice
showdeficits in itch behavior, whereas pain responses are
normal. Remarkably, ablating the GRPRþ population
leads to a severe deficit in the scratching response to a
variety of pruritogens, both histaminergic and nonhista-
minergic, while leaving pain behavior unchanged. This
makes them candidates for itch-specific neurons in the
spinal cordaspredictedby labeled line theory.However,
GRPRþ neurons may also be involved in pain signaling
but dispensable for pain behavior, which is in agree-
ment with the occlusion model. Therefore, recording
fromGRPRþ neurons should be performed to confirm

the behavioral data at a physiological level. It will also
be important to identify the GRPRþ population in
other species.

Rat dorsal horn recordings identified a population
that responds to the pruritogen serotonin (5HT) but is
also capsaicin-sensitive (28). This overlap rejects the
labeled line theory at the spinal level as well as periph-
erally. Davidson and colleagues (29) found thatmonkey
STT neurons activated by either histamine or cowhage
show decreased responses upon scratching in their
receptive fields. Later work from the same group (30)
uncovered a neuronal population that was inhibited by
scratching during activation by histamine but not cap-
saicin. Collectively, these experiments demonstrate the
well-known inhibition of itch by pain while confirming
that algogenic stimuli can activate most itch-selective
spinal neurons.Mouse dorsal horn neurons activated by
the pruritogens histamine, 5HT, and the protease-acti-
vated receptor 2 (PAR2) agonist SLIGRL-NH2 largely
respond tonoxious stimuli aswell, for example,mustard
oil and heat (31, 32).

Work in rats has shown that neurokinin-1-expressing
(NK-1) cells of the dorsal horn play a role in 5HT-
induced itch (33).Ablation of these neurons also reduces
chronic pain and hyperalgesia (34, 35). Thus, the rat
NK-1þ population appears to include, but is not re-
stricted to, the pruritoceptive subset of neurons pre-
dicted by the occlusion model.

Further experiments can shed light on the itch coding
model.Will ablation of itch-selective DRGneurons, for
example, via the GRP promoter, produce a loss-of-
function phenotype that leaves pain sensation un-
changed? Is there aminimumnumberofneurons needed
to generate the perception of itch? One way to test the
occlusion model is to eliminate the “nociceptor-only”
population, that is, those nociceptive neurons that do
not also respond to pruritogens: will activation of the
remaining cells produce the sensation of itch even if a
noxious stimulus is applied because there is no occlusion
or competition from the eliminated nociceptors?

Molecular Mechanisms of Itch in the
DRG and Spinal Cord

Early experiments in the itch field used human sub-
jects to provide important psychophysical and physio-
logical data, building the foundation for future studies.
The establishment of a mouse behavioral model of
itch (36) coupledwith advances in techniques for genetic
manipulation has opened the door to uncovering the
molecular mechanisms of itch. These have been parti-
cularly fruitful in characterizing pruritoceptor popula-
tions, especially in regard to the exploration of non-
histaminergic forms of itch and how signaling works at
the periphery.
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Pruritogens are thought to activate primary sensory
neurons, producing the sensation of itch either directly,
that is, by activation of a receptor expressed by these
afferents, or indirectly via activation of a secondary
cell type, for example, mast cells, which release one or
more pruritogens that then activate sensory afferents.
Although pruritogens often act through both routes,
research has generally focused on the specific contribu-
tionof the former, that is, pruritogens directly activating
primary fibers, in order to pinpoint the appropriate
receptors for each pruritogen and elucidate the relevant
transduction pathways.

Itch Receptors at the Periphery
Histamine-induced itch in themouse is thought to act

primarily through direct activation of the histamine H1
receptor (H1R), although the H4 receptor has also been
implicated (37). In the context of pruritoception, the G
protein-coupled receptor (GPCR) H1R is coupled to
phospholipase C β3 (PLCβ3), which is required for
H1R-dependent itch (38). Other components of this
signal transduction pathway include TRPV1 (18, 21),
better known for its role in thermal nociception (39, 40),
and phospholipase A2, which hydrolyzes lipids that
activate TRPV1 (18). Thus, the pruritogen histamine
acts as a GPCR ligand in primary sensory neurons,
leading to Gq-coupled phospholipase activation up-
stream of TRP channel opening (Figure 2A).

5HT and its derivative alpha-methyl-serotonin (R-
Me-5HT) target 5HTRs to induce itch (41) in a man-
ner that also utilizes PLCβ3 though not TRPV1 (21).
Another potent pruritogen, the peptide endothelin-1
(ET-1), acts via aGPCR, the ET-A receptor, but signals
itch independently of either PLCβ3 or TRPV1 (21). The
antimalarial chloroquine (CQ), which often produces
severe itch as a side effect (42, 43), acts through the
MrgprA3GPCR (20). Interestingly, althoughMrgprA3
is coupled to TRP channels, it uses a TRPV1-indepen-
dent mechanism (our unpublished observations) and
does not require PLCβ3 (21),making it distinct from the

H1R signaling pathway (Figure 2B). The active ingre-
dient in cowhage is mucunain, a protease shown to
activate PAR2 and PAR4 (44). PAR2 activators tryp-
tase (45) and the peptide SLIGRL-NH2 (46) are capable
of inducing itch, and this GPCR may also be coupled
to TRPV1, which can be sensitized by PAR2 activa-
tion (47-49). Together these data suggest GPCR cou-
pling to TRP channels may be a common theme among
various itch signaling pathways.

One unresolved question is how pruritogens signal
independently of one another. For example, CQ-in-
duced itch is not amenable to antihistamine treatment
in humans (42) and its murine target, MrgprA3, is not
involved in histaminergic itch (20). However, CQ-re-
sponsive DRG neurons are wholly contained within the
histamine-responsive population (20). The most parsi-
monious explanation is separable signal transduction
pathways that segregate activation by one pruritogen
from another one, which could be accomplished through
distinct G protein and/or TRP targets. It also begs the
question of whether different pruritogens are capable of
producing qualitatively different kinds of itch due to
distinct peripheralmechanisms or perhaps unique central
projections.

Itch by Indirect Means
The above results address potential mechanisms for

direct activation by pruritogens, that is, through pri-
mary afferents expressing target receptors. However,
there is less data on how pruritogens produce itch
indirectly. The best example of this is through activation
of mast cells, which release pruritogens including hista-
mine, 5HT, tryptase, and cytokines among others (50)
that then act upon peripheral targets. Compound 48/80,
a mast cell degranulator, is the pruritogen most com-
monly used to produce mast cell-dependent itch (51).
However, nearly every pruritogenic agent mentioned,
including histamine (52, 53), CQ (54, 55), and 5HT
(56, 57), can act uponmast cells,which express a number
of prospective targets for pruritogenic ligands. Mast
cells can potentially contribute to nearly every prurito-
ceptive response both acute and chronic. One allergy
model of itch that uses ovalbumin is also mast-cell-
dependent (58). It will be important to determine the
exact role ofmast cells in different types of itch, and this
can be facilitated by the use of W-sash, a naturally
occurring mutation producing mice that lack mast
cells (59, 60).

There are additional indirect mechanisms of itch be-
sides mast cells. Other immune cells that release com-
pounds such as cytokines appear frequently in clinical
cases (1). One cytokine, interleukin-31, is pruritogenic
and its expression in the immune system produces a
dermatitis phenotype in mice (61, 62). Also present in
the skin are a variety of cell types that may contribute

Figure 2. Comparison of signal transduction pathways for itch.
(A) Histamine (his) is a ligand for H1R that activates TRPV1 via
phoszpholipase intermediaries PLCβ3 and PLA2. (B) Chloroquine
(CQ) activatesMrgprA3 leading to TRP channel opening, but the
intermediate steps in the pathway are unknown. In the case of both
pruritogens, TRPs permit Ca2þ influx, which may also have a sig-
naling role.
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to itch. For example, keratinocytes are an attractive can-
didate because of their localization as well as expression
of potential itch mediators such as TRPV3 and TR-
PV4 (63, 64). There is a paucity of research pertaining
to the contribution of non-neuronal cells to pruritocep-
tion. As these are likely to play a key role in regulation of
itch in both innocuous and clinical states, it is crucial to
study them further. This will be made easier by the use of
conditional knockoutmice todetermine the specific input
of different cell populations to pruritoception.

While significant progress has been made in our
understanding of itch mediators at the periphery, less
is known about molecular mechanisms in the spinal
cord or how peripheral fibers interact with second order
neurons. GRPR is an attractive target for labeling this
population for further study, and other markers should
be sought as well. Trans-synaptic markers and gene
expression screens are two ways to begin investigating
the molecular identity of these neurons. As for itch-
selective neurons in the DRG, these cells and their pro-
jection patterns can be studied by usingmarkers such as
MrgprA3 and GRP to label them. Additionally, spinal
interneurons, which likely play an essential role at the
critical first synapse in the itch circuit, have been the
subject of limited study to this point (65). A first step
would be to identify interneuron populations that sy-
napsewith itch-selectiveDRGanddorsal horn neurons.

How to Study Itch in the Laboratory

The recent explosion of interest in the itch field speaks
to its growing importance and relevance. It also clarifies
some questions that should be addressed to continue
moving forward. Possibly the most important question
in the field, and seemingly the most trivial, remains:
what exactly constitutes itch? There is also its corollary:
how is itch separable from pain? Data from human
studies is ambiguous because of the dual action, both
algogenic and pruritogenic, of many compounds. Ani-
mal models, while allowing a reductionist approach to
study molecular and cellular mechanisms, are in some
ways even more opaque.

Histamine is a well-established pruritogen that is
considered to produce a “pure” form of itch (66). Yet
histamine is known toproduce a complex reaction inclu-
ding wheal and flare that does not necessarily correlate
with the perceived level of itch (67). It can also produce
the sensation of pain in addition to itch (68), as can
cowhage (69, 70), the best described initiator of non-
histaminergic itch. Capsaicin is considered a noxious
stimulus, but it can generate itch in combination with
burning pain (71, 72).

Strikingly, if an inactivated cowhage spicule is loaded
with any one of the above three compounds, each pro-
duces a combined itch, pricking/stinging, and burning

sensation (5). Of note, the spicules deliver the compound
superficially relative to injection methods. This suggests
pruritoceptive fibers may be spatially segregated from
nociceptive ones, potentially identifiable by amore apical
termination in the epidermis. One must pay close atten-
tion to themethodof delivery andhow thatmayaffect the
perceived stimulus. It is likely that different populationsof
neuronsarebeingactivatedandcomparisonof these types
of experiments may provide insight as to how histamine,
for example, can signal itch versus pain.

Animal Models of Itch
It becomes even more difficult to address the issue of

perception with animal models. One approach is to
identify purely algogenic or pruritogenic compounds
and develop an assay that can distinguish between the
two. Shimada and LaMotte (73) did this for the mouse
model using a cheek injection, which ostensibly leads
to forelimb wiping for painful stimuli and hindlimb
scratching for itchy stimuli. This produces the antici-
pated results for histamine and capsaicin, and a study by
Ross et al. (65) also tested formalin, long established for
its use in a pain assay (74). Unexpectedly, formalin gen-
erated a scratching response upon injection into the
cheek. This brings up the issue of what sensation exactly
formalin produces (itchy pain? painful itch?), which is
hard to answer definitively because its toxicity prevents
its use in human studies. It calls for analyzing other
compounds that have yet to be tested using human
psychophysics or microneurography to better clarify
the itchy and/or painful nature of these stimuli. These
include CQ,R-Me-5HT, and even synthetic compounds
that may activate particular receptors, for example,
specific agonists for MrgprA3 or PAR2 (75, 76).

A parallel line of experiments involves behavioral
assays in monkeys. Histamine and cowhage can induce
a scratch response (77) as can opioids such as mor-
phine (78). Extending these studies to test other prurito-
gens is vital for comparison with human and mouse
behavioral data. The monkey is of particular interest as
the animal model most closely related to humans, pro-
mising considerable potential for overlapwith respect to
both circuitry and molecular mechanisms.

At the same time, there is a great deal of diversity
among the animal models that may be enlightening.
Among humans and nonhuman primates, there seem
to be distinct neuronal populations that detect hista-
mine versus cowhage (19, 77, 79), but in mice the neu-
rons responding to either pruritogen overlap substan-
tially (32). Rats, despite their relatedness to mice, do
not appear to perceive histamine as pruritogenic (28),
although 5HT does induce itch. A comparison of how
rats versus mice detect histamine and 5HT (do they
utilize different receptors? different DRG and/or spinal
neuron populations? what meaning do histaminergic
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and nonhistaminergic itch have in this context?) will
shed light on how itch can be detected in distinct ways
and what principles are common across species.

Another intriguing rodent species is the naked mole-
rat, which containsNK-1-expressing spinal neurons but
does not produce substance P (SP), a neuropeptide
ligand for NK-1 that is generated by DRG neurons in
other animals. Histamine can only induce itch if exo-
genous SP is first administered intrathecally (80). Deep
dorsal hornprojections, present in addition to the typical,
more superficial dorsal horn projections, appear to be
responsible. The deep projections may inhibit the super-
ficial fibers unless SP “overexcites” the latter to overcome
this inhibition.These projections are alsoTRPV1þ, and a
situation analogous to histamine-dependent itch occurs
with capsaicin and nocifensive behavior, which is only
inducible after SP injection (81). The naked mole-rat has
lost its customary capacity for itch and thermal hyper-
algesia. Its evolutionary niche has created an intriguing
creature worthy of further study to characterize what
“normal” itch looks like.

Conclusion

Itch is familiar to everyone, yetwe lacka fundamental
understanding of this biologically and clinically impor-
tant sensation. Early support in favor of first the intensity
and then labeled line theories has waned as experiments
utilizing human subjects and many animal models have
made these descriptions less viable. The discovery of a
histamine-responsive, itch-selective C fiber population
in humans has been extended to other species and other
pruritogens, notably cowhage, which produces a non-
histaminergic form of itch. Electrophysiological and
behavioral studies focused on the spinal cord have
unearthed a group of dorsal horn neurons that may be
the second order cells of the itch pathway.

Occlusion theory posits a pruritoceptive subset of
nociceptive neurons that is selective for itch but can be
overriddenbyactivationof the larger nociceptive group.
Further experiments are called for to pin down this cell
population across species anddetermine how it interacts
with other participants in the circuit including modula-
tory cells such as interneurons. Moreover, other critical
features such as thalamic and cortical components have
yet to be fully integrated into the itch pathway (82, 83).

Experiments to identify molecular and cellular mech-
anisms, spurred by adoption of the mouse as a model
system, have honed in on key mediators of itch. It
appears that GPCRs and TRP channels play important
roles in signaling itch just as they do in other sensory
transduction pathways (84, 85). At the same time, the
indirect activation of itch pathways, through mast cells
or other non-neuronal types, signifies a serious gap in
our understanding of how pruritogens are capable of

generating itch. The complete molecular picture has yet
to be revealed, and there is a particular need to explain
how various pruritogens, acting in part through the
same peripheral neurons, are able to differentially signal
their particular form of itch.

The current set of approaches, spanning a number
of techniques and model organisms, has proven to be
successful for investigating itch. We feel the develop-
ment and adoption of new methods, however, is im-
portant to extend previous work in humans, monkeys,
and rodents. In particular, defining the true qualities of
itch versus pain, the character of histaminergic and
nonhistaminergic forms of itch, and the differences in
how itch is sensed and encoded across the animal king-
dom is necessary.

The field has flourished in recent years with a number
of new scientists, ourselves among them, joining this
exciting area of research. We look forward to new
developments in this realm as we proceed in our ex-
ploration of the fascinating but poorly characterized
sensation of itch.
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